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.. This paper has been prepared in accordance with pagraph 7 of the
Declaration on Trade Measures Taken for Balance-of-PaymentsPurposes adopted by
the CONTRACTUING PARTIES on 28 November 1979 (L/4904).

I. Greece's previous consultations inthe Committee on Balance-of-Payments
Restrictions

2. Since its accession in 1949 Greece has consulted eight times in the
Committee, namely in 1960, 1962, 1964, 1970, 1973 (simplified), 1974, 1976
(simplified) and 1978 (simplified).

3. in the last fullconsultation, which took place on 18 March 1974, the
Committee noted a considerable improvement in the level of reserves and expressed
the hope that the Greek authorities would soon be in a position to reduce their
reliance on import restrictions. The Committee also noted the intention of
Greece to continue reduce the rates of the prior import deposit system and
welcomed the tradition of extending such reductions to all contracting parties.
One of the Comittee's conclusions was to urge the Greek authorities "to reduce
the complexity of the present import control system;- (BOP/R/75).
4. in 1976 and 1978 the Committee did not consider full consultations desirable
(DOP/R/89 and BOP/B/l00). Greece notified on 30 November 1979 an intensification
of import restrictions (L/4908). As a consequence full consultations were
scheduled for 1980 in accordance with Article XVI:12(a).

n. Greece's present restrictiveimporttaken for balance-of-payments
purposes

5. The Greek import régime is described in detail in the basic documentsupplied
by Greece. Since this régime is rather complex a tabular overview indicating its
main features is presented below. Section A of the table lists the regular
requirements that had to be fulfilled by importers in addition to the paymentof
import duties in 1979. Section B of the table lists the additional temporary
requirement introduced on 30 November 1979.
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A. BASIC IMPORT REGIME

Requirement Application Remarks

Prior import approval All imports For items onList P(mainly
machinery and raw material)
approval may' be obtained
subsecuently

Import licence Coodities in List A For some items on List A
(certain luxury goods, licences are issued auto-
consumer durables and matically
food stuffs) and List B
(certain machinery and
spare parts)

State trading Special import regulations
govern trade in tro-
leum products, goods
ucer monopoly control,
medicines, narcotics,
wheat , flour, sulphur, and
motion picture films
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Requirement Application Remarks

restrictions on method of Payment by time draft i For other goods exceptions
paymentfor imports permitted only for goods may be granted.

in List P (mainly
machinery and raw
materials)

Deposit of 8-4o% of Goods included in Security deposit not
invoice value as security Lists F-50/1, required for import of
for import duties and F-50/2, certain capital goods and
other taxes, which is F-100/1, spare parts that are
retained for a period of F-l00/2 exempt from import duties
2-4 months.

Prepayment (a) when a Goods included in
letter of credit is Lists F-50/1l
opened the importermust F-50/2.
deposit 100% of the amount F-0l0l,
in drachmas as security F-100/2
against default.

(b) In the case of par-
ments made by sight
drafts between 20-100% of
invoice value has to be
deposited. The deposit
is returned after 2-4
months.

Stamp tax2-6% of Most imports Special regulations for
c.i.f. duty paid and public entities
tax-paid value.
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B. ADDITIONAL REQUIRMENTSINTRODUCED ON- 30 NOVEMBER1980
FOR A PERIOD OFSEVENMONTHS

Requirement Application Remarks

All prior deposits
required under existing
regulations are blocked
for a period of six
months

Additional prior depositAllsimprts not included Exception may be- granted
of 75 % of c.i.f. value, in a list of exemptions by Ministry of Commerce
blocked for six months attached to the decision

of 1 December 1979 as
subsequently amended
(mainly foodstuffs
chemical products
raw materials, fertilizers,
and machinery)

Import surcharge of 25% Luxury products and other Goods exempt from import
of customs value ot goods included in a list duties and taxes or from
goods attached to the decree exchange regulations and

of 1 December 19T9 as goods imported by state
amended enterprises. Goods

subject to the Surcharge may
not be stocked in free
zones or public warehouses.

Prohibition to use goods All imports except basic
I collateral for the food-stuff. rav materials
financing Of imports and capital goods for

agriculture, Fisheries

crafts

First repaymentof
suppliers' credits only
permitted sixmonths
stomseum clearance
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6. In February 1980 a system of voluntaryself-restraint of importerswas
set up. The system was proposed by, representtives of the businiessSG
mmunityyrand control over it is exercised by the local amber of commerce.
Goods subject to self-restraint include all itemsat resent attracting the
25 per cent import surcharge as well as other non-essential co
products, raw materials', machinery for industry and. aricltural equipment.
Goods imported for hospitals, clinics and laboratories and pharnaceutical
products are specifically excluded, as are goods for re-export. in Principle
importers are to reduce in 1980 their imports of covered goods by, 15 per cent
of the c.i.f. value in United States dollars of their imports of those items
in 1978. Goods classified under BTNChapter 87 sppearing on the self-
restrant lst are subject to a 20 per cent reduction on 1978 importlevels.

7. The legal instruments with which the Greek Governmentintroduced and
subsequently amended the additional deposit and surcharge regulations
specifically strte the duration of these measures. This is relevat in
connexion with paragraph 1(c) of the Declartion on Trade Measures Taken for
Balance-of-PaymensPurposes adopted by the CONTRACTING PARTIES on
28 November1979 (L/4904), which states that "whenever prcticable,
contracting parties shall publicly announce a timeschedule for the removal
of the measures". There is a range of products to which the 75 per cent
deposit scheme and the 25 pe cent surchargeare imposed simultaneouslyin
addition to the ordinary and security deposit requirements, the
customs duties and the stamps tax In this connexion paragraph 1(b) of the
Declaration be considered relevant according to which "the simultaneous
application of more than one type of trade measurefor [balance-of-payments
purposes I should be avoided".

8. The Greek deposit and surcharge relations do not distinguish between
bound and unbound items. Greece's tariff bindings are contained in
Schedule XXV. The last (unofficial) consolidated Schedule XXV was
distributed to contracting parties in November 1965 in document L/2454/Add.1-7
A list of all docents relevant for Greece's schedule can be foundin
document MTU/TAR/W/26, pages ".

9. As to the deposit requirements on the import of bound items it maybe
noted that & report on the work of the Committee on Balance-of-Payments
Restrictionstransmitted to the Council on 18 July 1975 states that
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"the CONTRACTINGPARTIEShave not decided whether a deposit requirement in
respect of bound items is a 'charge ... imposed on or in connexion with
importstion' or, more generally, a treatment .. less favourable than that
provided for in the appropriate .* Schedules', and therefore contraryto
Article II ... Possibly as a result of this the conclusions [of the
Committee on import deposits have generally been vague and have avoided
anyconnotation of approval ordisapproval (L/4200, page 13). Since the
transmission of this report the CONTRACTING PARTIES have adopted a Panel
finding which might be considered relevant by the Committee. In a case
involving surety deposits in respect of imports of processed fruits and
vegetables the Panel concluded, inter alia, that "the interest charges and
costs associated with the lodgingofthe additional security were charges
on or in connexion with ... importation in excess of those allowed by
Article II:1(b)" (L/4687, page 41 and C/M128, page 4).

10. An Association Ageement between Greece and the EEC entered into force
in Novemer 1962 (cf. BISD, 11th Suppl., page 149) In April 1975 Greece
and the EEC agreed to adjust the 1962 Association Agreement to take into
account the enlargement of the EEC (cf. BISD), 23rd Suppl.,page 64).
On 28 May 1979 an Accession Agreement between Greece and the EEC was signed
which provides: for Greece's full membership in the EEC as of 1 January 1981
and the alignment of the Greek customs tariff on the EEC commonexternal
tariff as well as the elimination of duties on imports from the EEC as of
1 January 1986 (C/M/134). The import deposit reductions ageed with the
EEC have been extended to all other contracting parties. The additional
Measuresimposed on 30 November 1979 are also applied non-discriminatorily
to imports from all countries,

Recent trade a a _
measurestaken for balance-of-paymentspurposes

(a) Developments in Greece'sforeign trade

11. Trade data for Greece are presently available in the secretariat only
for the first six months of 1979. The analysis below compares trade levels
for this period with those of the sameperiod of 1978.
12. In the first half of 1979 the dollar value of exports increased by
23.7 Per Cent. Exports of manufactures,which accounted for half of total
exports, rose by 19.1 pew cent and those of other products by 29 per cent.
Exportsof food products(SOTCI) increased by 39.8 per cents, representing
21.7 per cent of total exports. Over this period the volume of total
exports rose by 17.1 per cent.

13. The dollar value of Greece'simports was 11 per cent higher in the first
haf of 1979. Importsof petroleum and petroleum products declined 8.4 per
cent in valueterms . Total import volume increased by 8.1 Der cent.
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14. Annex I presents data on Greece's imports by main product groups and
countries of origin.

(b) Quantitative restrictions and State trading
15. According to the basic document -submitted by Greece for the 1980
consultation, 19.3 percent of Greece's total importsin 1978 were subject
to licensing. Of the imports subject to licensing, 38 per cent consisted
of motor vehicles. Greece imports most of its motor vehicles from the EEC,
which supplied 65.,6 per cent of Greece's total motor vehicle imports in
1978 . Among the other major items Subject to licensing are agricultural

products,which we imported mainlyfrom the EEC and the non-OPEC developing
Countries.

16. Imports carried out under the direct control of state agencies
represented 9.7 pe cent of total imports in 1978. Of the State-controlled
imports over 99 per cent consisted of crude petroleum. In 1978 the largest
Suppliers of crude petroleum to Greece were Saudi Arabia (35 per cent),
the (18 per cent) and Iran (18 per cent).

(a) Imports deposits
17. All goods included in the List F-50/1-2 and 7-100/1-2 are subject to
prepaymentdeposits, a security deposit for import duties and tames and an
additional 75 per cent deposit. All deposits are retained for six months.
The following table indicates the applicable deposit rates for imports paid
through sight drafts (per cent of invoice value), the portion of total
imports affected (per cent of total January-June 1979 imports) and the
additional import costs arising from the deposit (per cent of invoice value).
In calculating these costs it has been assumed that the importer making the
deposits either pays or foregoes interest of 22 per cent per annum. This
was the interest rate applicable for import and domestic trade
September1979.

_______________________ ~(per ce ntag s)4. ,!- .l I , - 4
Portion of Additional

prepayment Security Add. Deposit Total imports import
affected costs

List F-50/l 50 20 75 145 0.2 16

,List -50/2 20 8 75 ;103 J .7 11
List 7-100/ lw 40 T5 215 0.6 24
List F-100/2 40 16 75 131 4.0 14 |

'List "A" and "B".

i .
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18. The additional sixmonth deposit of 75 per cent applies not only to
the items included in Lists F-50/1-2 and F-100/1-2 but also to all other
imports not included in a list of exceptions. In total, the additional
75 per cent deposit adds about 8 per cent to the cost of importing the
productsaffected, assuming that the importer either pays ox foregoes
22 per cent interest per annum, (of . above paragaph 17). Originally
35 per cent of total. imports were affected by the deposit scheme. Exceptions
introduced on 12 January 1980 reduced the covered to 10 per cent.

19. The deposit requirements tend to increase the price level by making
imports more expensive; at the sme time they help reduce inflationary
pressure. by absorbing doestic liquidity. Since the regular deposit
requirements for goods included in the Lists F-50/1-2 and F-100/l-2 were
al instituted more than six monthsago, the impact on the money supply
from the prior deposits associated with current imports tends to be
largely nullified by the return of deposits on the products imported six
months previously. In the case of the additional 75 per cent deposit,
however, return of the funds deposited is not scheduled to begin until
June. As a means of illustrating the potentials monetary imact of this
measure, figures on imports and the money supply in August 1979 were taken
as a starting point. Other things being equal, with 10 per cent of all
imports being affected by the deposit scheme, it can thus be estimated
that the scheme would, after six months of operation, cause the narrowly
defined money supply (cash outside the bank plus demand deposits of the
private sector to be abou, 5.6 per cent smaller than it otherwise would
have been. The ability of the deposit scheme to dampen money supply growth
would of course be reduced to the extent to which importers are able to
make the deposit with funds borrowed abroad.

The relationship between (i) the sums currently collected and those
returned, and (ii) the domestic money supply, will differ depending on the
rates of growth of the money supply and the value of imports. For example,
equal but positive rates of growth for the money supply and imports would
make current deposits larger than those of six months earlier, as would
zerogrowth for the money supply and positive growth for imports.

2Certain assumptions underlie this figure. In particlar: (i) that
the impact of the prior deposit scheme is to freeze the volume of
Imports at its August 1979 level; (U) that the combination of inflation
in dollar trade prices an depreciationofthe exchange rate against the
US dollar cause the local currency value of imports to rise at the average
domestic rate of inflation in the second and third quarter of 1979; and
(iii) that in the absence of the prior deposit scheme, the domestic money
supply would have increased over the six month period at a rate equal to
it rate of increasein the six month period February-August 1979.
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20. The Lists F-50/1 and F-10/1-2 were not availablein the secretariat
at the time of writing. The countries supplying the products included in
these Lists could therefore not be determined. However given the large
shares in Greece's imports of manufactures from the EEC (58 per cent)
and Japan (19 per cent), it seems probable that these are the trade
partners that supply the main portion of the products subject to the
deposit schemes. Only about 3 per cent of Greece's imports of manufactures
coms from developing countries. it would thus appear unlikely that ay
one developing country supplies a significant part of the imports subject
to the deposit schemes.

(d) 25 per cent surcharge
21. The products covered by the surcharge represented about 7 par cent
of Greece's total imports in 1977, according to secretariat calculations.
In the time available it was not possible to break these imports down into
country of origin. It seems reasonable to assume, as in the case of the
deposit schemes, that the EECand Japan, as the largest suppliers of
manufactures, accounted for the main portion of the products subject to
the surcharge.

(e) Other measuresand general considerations
22. It is difficult to make a precise estimate of the trade impact of
the prohibition to use goods as collateral for financing imports, of the

profit limits for importers, of the three-month price freeze and

of the six-monthe minimm for suppliers' credits but it is clear, that
they create disincentives to import. The secretariat lacks information
on the impact of the voluntary restraints observed by importers since
February 1980-.. The economic effects of the complexity of Greece's import
regime, of the lack of transparency resulting from the voluntary
restraints, and of the instability created by the temporary Measures
cannot be precisely determined. However, the Committee observed in the
consultation with another contracting party that "complexity, lack of
transparencyand instability in a trade time acted as a genera, import
barrier with particularly high costs to the economy" (BOP/R/109). The
trade impact of the temporary deposit requirement and surcharge depends
partly on the importers' view on the likely duration of the measure.
If they believe that these measures will be phasedout as scheduled,they
will tend to react to then by temporarilyreducing their inventories below
the normal level. The deposit would then tend to induce them to postpone
rather than reduce imports, which in turn would tend to case fluctustions
in the demand for shipping and port facilities,as well as for foreign
exchange.
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